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Screening Packages

Special Event Screening Packages Available Upon Request

Filmmaker Lectures and Q&A Panels Dependent Upon Availability
Select Films of Woody Allen

**To Rome With Love**
2012 | R | 112 min
Woody Allen, Penélope Cruz, Alec Baldwin, Roberto Benigni, Ellen Page, Jesse Eisenberg

A father meets his daughter’s Italian in-laws-to-be in this ensemble comedy that interweaves four tales set in Rome.

**Midnight in Paris**
2011 | PG-13 | 94 min
Owen Wilson, Marion Cotillard, Rachel McAdams, Adrien Brody

Academy Award® Best Original Screenplay

The extraordinary experiences of an engaged couple travelling in Paris make them begin to question the kind of life they want to live.

**You Will Meet A Tall Dark Stranger**
2010 | R | 98 min
Anthony Hopkins, Naomi Watts

After her husband’s infidelity, a Woman sees a psychic who tells her she will meet a tall, dark stranger and that he will be the love of her life.

**Whatever Works**
2009 | PG-13 | 92 min
Larry David

An aging eccentric finds himself caught in a series of bizarre situations after falling for a younger woman.

**Sweet and Lowdown**
1999 | PG-13 | 95 min
Sean Penn, Uma Thurman

Fictional biopic chronicling the life of the “world’s second best jazz guitarist.”
Select Films of Pedro Almodóvar

---

**All About My Mother**

1999  
**R** 101 min  
Penélope Cruz

Academy Award®  
Best Foreign Film

After her son’s accidental death, a woman travels to Barcelona to reunite with an old friend.

---

**Bad Education**

2004  
106 min  
Gael García Bernal

GLAAD Award®  
Outstanding Film

A film director uncovers a web of deceit and revenge while adapting a short story.

---

**Broken Embraces**

2009  
**R** 127 min  
Penélope Cruz

Critics Choice Award®  
Best Foreign Film

A filmmaker tells the story of his life before the accident that has left him blind.

---

**Matador**

1986  
**NC-17** 110 min  
Antonio Banderas

Black comedy following the lives of a bull-fighter who is turned on by killing, a lawyer with the same problem, and a young man driven insane by his religious upbringing.
Select Films of Pedro Almodóvar

**Talk To Her**
- 2002
- 112 min
- Rosario Flores
- Academy Award®
  - Best Original Screenplay
- BAFTA®
  - Best Foreign Film

A bond develops between two men as they take care of two female coma patients.

**The Skin I Live In**
- 2011
- 117 min
- Antonio Banderas
- BAFTA®
  - Best Foreign Film

After his wife's death, a surgeon attempts to invent skin that is impervious to injury.

**Volver**
- 2006
- 121 min
- Penélope Cruz
- Cannes Film Festival®
  - Best Screenplay
- Best Actress - Penélope Cruz

After her death, a woman returns home, in spectral form, to resolve situations she couldn't settle during her lifetime.

**Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown**
- 1988
- 90 min
- Antonio Banderas

A woman crosses paths with her lover's family in a very confusing manner.
American Hardcore
2006 R 100 min
Directed by Paul Rachman
The history of American punk rock from 1980 – 1986 is showcased in this official selection from the 2006 Sundance Film Festival®.

Beats, Rhymes & Life
2011 R 97 min
Directed by Michael Rapaport
The tumultuous group dynamic that has driven the influential hip-hop group A Tribe Called Quest to the heights of success is examined in this documentary.

It Might Get Loud
2008 PG 98 min
Directed by Davis Guggenheim
This documentary explores the Electric guitar from the viewpoint of Jimmy Page, Jack White, and The Edge.

Searching For Sugar Man
2012 PG-13 86 min
Directed by Malik Bendjelloul
Two South Africans set out to discover what happened to their unlikely musical hero, the 1970's rock star, Rodriguez.

Grateful Dawg
2000 PG-13 81 min
Directed by Gillian Grisman
A look at the relationship between Jerry Garcia and mandolin player David Grisman.

The Devil And Daniel Johnston
2005 PG-13 110 min
Directed by Jeff Feuerzeig
This study offers a revealing look at the life of singer/songwriter Daniel Johnston.
Awards Winning & Acclaimed Documentaries

Anne Frank Remembered
1995  PG  122 min  Directed by Jon Blair
Academy Award® Best Documentary
The story of Anne Frank is told using previously unreleased interviews and footage.

Dogtown And Z-Boys
2001  PG-13  91 min  Directed by Stacy Peralta
Chronicle of the pioneering 1970's Zephyr skate team.

Blind Spot: Hitler's Secretary
2002  PG  90 min  Directed by Andre Heller & Othmar Schmiderer
A documentary featuring interviews with one of Adolf Hitler's personal secretaries from WWII.

Crumb
1994  R  119 min  Directed by Terry Zwigoff
A portrait of underground cartoonist Robert Crumb.

Every Little Step
2008  PG-13  96 min  Directed by Adam Del Deo & James Stern
Cameras capture the plight of professional performers as they audition for a Broadway musical.

Inside Job
2010  PG-13  120 min  Directed by Charles Ferguson
Academy Award® Best Documentary
A closer look at what caused the financial meltdown of 2008.
## Award Winning & Acclaimed Documentaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Directed By</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Day In September</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>94 min</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Kevin MacDonald</td>
<td>A study of the 1972 Munich Olympic games, in which Israeli athletes were taken hostage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning In A Bottle</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>103 min</td>
<td>PG-13</td>
<td>Antoine Fuqua</td>
<td>A documentary on the blues, shot at Radio City Music Hall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmy Carter: Man From Plains</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>125 min</td>
<td>PG</td>
<td>Jonathan Demme</td>
<td>A chronicle of the former President’s nation wide tour to promote his most recent book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Kid Could Paint That</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>82 min</td>
<td>PG-13</td>
<td>Amir Bar-Lev</td>
<td>A look at the work and success of a four year old girl who’s paintings have become famous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha &amp; Ethel</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>78 min</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Jyll Johnstone</td>
<td>The story of two nannies and the impact each has on the families they take care of.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding Giants</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>105 min</td>
<td>PG-13</td>
<td>Stacy Peralta</td>
<td>A comprehensive look at the history of surfing, from it’s origins as a tiny subculture to it’s widespread popularity, and the obsession it causes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Award Winning & Acclaimed Documentaries**

**Sketches Of Frank Gehry**
2005  **PG-13**  84 min  
*Directed by Sydney Pollack*

The signature style of architect Frank Gehry is explored by Sydney Pollack.

**Soul Power**
2008  **PG-13**  92 min  
*Directed by Jeffrey Levy-Hinte*


**Steep**
2007  **PG**  92 min  
*Directed by Mark Obenhaus*

The legacy of extreme skiing, from its early pioneers to the daredevils of today.

**The Celluloid Closet**
1995  **R**  102 min  
*Directed by Rob Epstein and Jeffrey Friedman*

A charting of the cinematic journey of gay and lesbian characters in Hollywood films throughout time.

**Standard Operating Procedure**
2008  **R**  116 min  
*Directed by Errol Morris*

An examination of the incidents of torture and abuse of suspected terrorists at the hands of U.S. troops.

**The Fog Of War**
2003  **PG-13**  95 min  
*Directed by Errol Morris*

Academy Award®
*Best Documentary*

A look at former Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara's long and decorated career.
Award Winning & Acclaimed Documentaries

**POM Presents:**
The Greatest Movie Ever Sold
2011 **PG-13** 90 min
*Directed by Morgan Spurlock*
A documentary about branding and product placement that is financed and made possible by branding and product placement.

**Winged Migration**
2001 **G** 98 min
*Directed by Jacques Perrin and Jacques Cluzaud*
A bird's eye view of the migrations of various avian species.

**Tyson**
2008 **R** 90 min
*Directed by James Toback*
A candid look at the life of Mike Tyson.

**Who Killed The Electric Car?**
2006 **PG** 92 min
*Directed by Chris Paine*
A thought provoking investigation into the short life of the GM EV1 Electric Car.

**Why We Fight**
2005 **PG-13** 98 min
*Directed by Eugene Jarecki*
A dissection of America's military machine and why we engage in war.
Argentina

**I Don’t Want To Talk About It**
1993 PG-13 106 min
*Marcello Mastroianni, Luisina Brando*
Directed by *Maria Luisa Bemberg*

A widow goes to great lengths to give her daughter, born with dwarfism, a normal life.

**The Secret in Their Eyes**
2009 R 129 min
*Ricard Darin, Soledad Villamil*
Directed by *Juan José Campanella*

Academy Award®
*Best Foreign Film*

A startling discovery comes to light when a criminal investigator writes a novel about an unsolved case.

**Nine Queens**
2000 R 114 min
*Ricardo Darin, Gaston Pauls*
Directed by *Fabian Bielinsky*

Two con artists try to pull off a graft involving a sheet of rare counterfeit stamps known as the “Nine Queens.”

**Son Of The Bride**
2001 R 123 min
*Ricardo Darin, Hector Alterio*
Directed by *Juan José Campanella*

A middle aged man reunites with an old friend, causing him to closely examine his life, present and past.
Animal Kingdom
Australia 2010 📽️ 113 min
Guy Pearce, Joel Edgerton
*Directed by* David Michôd

The story of a boy who must navigate between his criminal family and the cop who thinks he can save him.

Jindabyne
Australia 2006 📽️ 123 min
Laura Linney, Gabriel Byrne
*Directed by* Ray Lawrence

Relations between a man and his wife are strained after he discovers a corpse on a fishing trip.

The Children of Huang Shi
Australia 2008 📽️ 125 min
Radha Mitchell, Jonathan Rhys Meyers
*Directed by* Roger Spottiswoode

A British journalist and an Australian nurse save a group of orphans during the Japanese occupation of China in 1937.

Me, Myself, I
New Zealand 1999 📽️ 104min
Rachel Griffiths, David Roberts
*Directed by* Pip Karmel

A woman stumbles upon an old photo that makes her question her life’s path.
Austria

**The Counterfeiters**

2007 98 min

*Directed by Stefan Ruzowitsky*

Academy Award®

*Best Foreign Film*

For survival, a Jewish forger must aid the Nazis in counterfeiting Allied currencies.
Belgium

**L’enfant**
2005  95 min  
Jérémie Renier, Déborah François  
Directed by Jean-Pierre Dardenne & Luc Dardenne

Bruno and Sonia, a young couple living off her benefits and his thefts, find a new source of income, their newborn child.

**Lorna’s Silence**
2008  105 min  
Arta Dobroshi, Jérémie Renier  
Directed by Jean-Pierre Dardenne & Luc Dardenne

Two Albanian immigrants dream of leaving their mundane jobs to open their own business.

**Pauline & Paulette**
2001  PG   78 min  
Dora van der Groen, Ann Petersen  
Directed by Lieven Debrauwer

Two sisters are faced with the challenge of caring for their older sister, who is mentally challenged.
Brazil

**Bossa Nova**
2000 95 min
*Amy Irving, Antonio Fagundes*
*Directed by Bruno Barreto*
Two men vie for the affections of a widowed school teacher.

**Carandiru**
2003 145 min
*Enrique Diaz, Wagner Moura*
*Directed by Hector Babenco*
A Brazilian doctor starts AIDS prevention at Brazil’s largest prison.

**Central Station**
1998 113 min
*Fernanda Montenegro*
*Directed by Walter Salles*
An emotive journey of a former teacher and a young boy in search of his father.

**The House Of Sand**
2005 115 min
*Fernanda Montenegro, Fernanda Torres*
*Directed by Andrucha Waddington*
A woman, along with her mother, is taken to a faraway desert by her husband, and after his passing, does everything she can to escape it.
Canada

**Adoration**
2008 | 101 min
Rachel Blanchard
Directed by Atom Egoyan

For a class assignment, a student weaves his family history together in a news story involving terrorism.

**In the Company of Men**
1997 | 97 min
Aaron Eckhart
Directed by Neil LaBute

Two bored businessmen kill time by romancing a woman they plan to dump.

**Barney’s Version**
2010 | 134 min
Dustin Hoffman, Paul Giamatti
Directed by Richard J. Lewis

A television producer reflects on the past three decades of his life.

**Incendies**
2010 | 130 min
Lubna Azabel
Directed by Dennis Villeneuve

Twins’ journey to the middle east to fulfill their mother’s last wishes.

**Chloe**
2009 | 96 min
Amanda Seyfried, Julianne Moore, Liam Neeson
Directed by Atom Egoyan

A woman hires an escort to seduce her husband, who she suspects of cheating.

**My Life Without Me**
2003 | 106 min
Sarah Polley, Mark Ruffalo
Directed by Isabel Coixet

A young woman keeps her terminal cancer a secret, to live her life with a passion she never had before.
Canada

**Owning Mahowny**
2003  **R**  104 min  
*Philip Seymour Hoffman*  
*Directed by Richard Kwietniowski*

A banker with a gambling problem and access to millions of dollars in bank accounts gets himself into a messy situation.

**Spider**
2002  **R**  98 min  
*Ralph Fiennes, Miranda Richardson, Gabriel Byrne*  
*Directed by David Cronenberg*

A mentally disturbed man takes up residence at a half-way house.

**The Statement**
2003  **R**  120 min  
*Michael Caine, Tilda Swinton*  
*Directed by Norman Jewison*

Tale of a former Nazi executioner who becomes the target of hit men and police investigators.

**Touch Of Pink**
2004  **R**  91 min  
*Jimi Mistry, Kris Holden-Ried*  
*Directed by Ian Rashid*

A homosexual man in London has his perfect life interrupted by his devoutly religious mother when she comes to visit.
China

A Woman, A Gun And A Noodle Shop
2009  R  95 min
Dahong Ni, Ni Yan
Directed by Yimou Zhang
The scheme of a noodle shop owner to kill his adulterous wife and her lover goes awry.

Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon
2000  PG-13  120 min
Chow Yun Fat
Directed by Ang Lee
Academy Award®
Best Foreign Film
A young woman in ancient China longs for an adventurous life rather than an arranged marriage.

CJ7
2008  PG  86 min
Stephen Chow
Directed by Stephen Chow
A poor laborer learns an important lesson after his son gets a strange new toy.

Ashes Of Time
1994  R  100 min
Brigitte Lin, Maggie Cheung
Directed by Wong Kar Wai
A broken hearted hit man travels to the desert where he finds skilled warriors to carry out his contract killings.

Beijing Bicycle
2001  PG-13  113 min
Lin Cui, Xun Zhou
Directed Xiaoshuai Wang
A teenage country boy working in the city as a courier has his bicycle stolen.

Curse Of The Golden Flower
2006  R  114 min
Chow Yun Fat
Directed by Yimou Zhang
Romantic intrigue and political machinations occur in the house of the Emperor Ping and his ailing wife.
China

**Happy Times**
2000  PG  102 min  
Lifan Dong, Jie Dong  
Directed by Yimou Zhang

The story of an aging bachelor who is unlucky in love.

**House Of Flying Daggers**
2004  PG-13  119 min  
Ziyi Zhang, Andy Lau  
Directed by Yimou Zhang

Near the end of the Tang Dynasty, police deputies tangle with a revolutionary faction.

**Kung Fu Hustle**
2004  R  95 min  
Stephen Chow  
Directed by Stephen Chow

A mobster pretends to be part of a notoriously violent gang.

**Not One Less**
1999  G  106 min  
Minzhi Wei, Huike Zhang  
Directed by Yimou Zhang

In a remote mountain village the teacher must leave town and the only substitute is a 13 year old girl.

**Quitting**
2001  R  114 min  
Xiuling Chai  
Directed by Yang Zhang

An actor becomes psychotic and his family tries to intervene.

**Riding Alone For Thousands Of Miles**
2005  PG  107 min  
Ken Takakura  
Directed by Yimou Zhang

A Japanese father travels to China in place of his ill son to film a famous folk star.
China

- **Shadow Magic**
  - 2000
  - PG
  - 116 min
  - Jared Harris, Yu Xia
  - Directed by Ann Hu
  - A young Chinese portrait photographer teams up with an Englishman to make films.

- **Shanghai Triad**
  - 1995
  - R
  - 108 min
  - Li Gong, Baotian Li
  - Directed by Yimou Zhang
  - A boy with ties to crime is hired by his uncle to be a servant to a gang lord's mistress.

- **The Road Home**
  - 1999
  - G
  - 89 min
  - Ziyi Zhang, Honglei Sun
  - Directed by Yimou Zhang
  - Following the death of his father, a man recalls the story of how his parents met and fell in love.

- **The Story Of Qiu Ju**
  - 1992
  - PG
  - 100 min
  - Li Gong
  - Directed by Yimou Zhang
  - A pregnant peasant woman seeks redress from her government.

- **Warriors Of Heaven and Earth**
  - 2003
  - R
  - 120 min
  - Wen Jiang
  - Directed by Ping He
  - A Chinese emissary is sent to the desert to execute a renegade soldier.

- **Zhou Yu’s Train**
  - 2002
  - PG-13
  - 96 min
  - Li Gong
  - Directed by Zhou Sun
  - A young artist and a poet have a passionate long distance love affair.
Czech Republic

Divided We Fall
2000 PG-13 120 min
Bolek Polivka, Csongor Kassai
Directed by Jan Hrebejk
In Nazi occupied Czechoslovakia, a childless couple agrees to hide a Jewish friend at great risk.

Dark Blue World
2001 R 112 min
Ondrej Vechy, Krystof Hadek
Directed by Jan Sverak
The friendship of two men is tested when they both fall in love with the same woman.

I Served The King Of England
2006 R 120 min
Ivan Barnev, Oldrich Kaiser
Directed by Jiri Menzel
A look at the glamorous life of an old world Prague hotel.

Up And Down
2004 R 108 min
Petr Forman, Jan Triska
Directed by Jan Hrebejk
The discovery of an abandoned child by two smugglers kicks off a series of tragic, comic events.

Zelary
2003 R 150 min
Anna Geislerova, Ivan Trojan
Directed by Ondrej Trojan
A nurse and her surgeon lover are part of a resistance movement in 1940's Czechoslovakia.
Denmark

In A Better World
2010 119 min
Directed by Susanne Bier
Academy Award®
Best Foreign Film

This drama delves into the interplay between two dysfunctional Danish families.

Mifune
1999 98 min
Iben Hjejle, Jesper Asholt
Written by Anders Jensen & Soren Jensen

Following the death of his father, a man must return home to the farm where he was raised to take care of his family.
England

**A Dangerous Method**
2011  R  99 min
Michael Fassbender, Keira Knightley
Directed by David Cronenberg

Biopic centering around Sigmund Freud and his relationship with Carl Jung.

**A Midwinter’s Tale**
1995  R  99 min
Michael Maloney
Directed by Kenneth Branagh

An out of work actor puts on a performance of Hamlet to help save a local church.

**An Education**
2009  R  100 min
Peter Sarsgaard, Carey Mulligan
Directed by Lone Scherfig

A teen girl in 1960’s London gets involved with a much older man.

**Another Year**
2010  PG-13  129 min
Jim Broadbent
Directed by Mike Leigh

A look at four seasons of the life of a married couple and their family and friends.

**Beautiful Thing**
1996  R  90 min
Glen Berry, Linda Henry
Directed by Hettie Macdonald

Two boys who are troubled by abuse become close and develop strong feelings for each other.

**Brick Lane**
2007  PG-13  102 min
Satish Kaushik
Directed by Sarah Gavron

A young woman from Bangladesh moves to London for an arranged marriage and new life.
England

Crush
2001 R 112 min
Andie MacDowell
Directed by John McKay

Three female friends behave badly.

Easy Virtue
2008 PG-13 97 min
Jessica Biel, Ben Barnes
Directed by Stephan Elliot

An Englishman brings his new American wife home to meet his family.

Head In The Clouds
2004 R 121 min
Charlize Theron, Stuart Townshend, Penélope Cruz
Directed by John Duigan


Driving Lessons
2006 PG-13 98 min
Laura Linney, Rupert Grint
Directed by Jeremy Brock

Coming of age story about a shy boy who tries to get away from his domineering mother.

Hysteria
2011 R 100 min
Maggie Gyllenhaal
Directed by Tanya Wexler

In 1880's London, a young doctor concocts a solution to the hysteria among England’s sexually repressed women.

Howard’s End
1992 PG 140 min
Anthony Hopkins, Emma Thompson
Directed by James Ivory

A businessman thwarts his wife’s bequest of an estate to another woman.
England

**In My Country**
2004 | 105 min
Juliette Binoche, Samuel L. Jackson
Directed by John Boorman

A journalist is sent to South Africa to cover the Reconciliation Commission on apartheid.

**Last Orders**
2001 | 109 min
Michael Caine, Bob Hoskins
Directed by Fred Schepisi

Following a man’s death, his family and friends share their memories of him.

**Layer Cake**
2004 | 105 min
Daniel Craig
Directed by Matthew Vaughn

A British criminal pulls one last job before retiring.

**Made In Dagenham**
2010 | 113 min
Bob Hoskins, Sally Hawkins
Directed by Nigel Cole

A dramatization of the 1968 strike at the Ford Dagenham car factory, where women walked out in protest of sexual discrimination.

**Moon**
2009 | 97 min
Sam Rockwell, Kevin Spacey
Directed by Duncan Jones

An astronaut makes a frightening discovery at the end of his three year mining stint on the moon.

**Nil By Mouth**
1997 | 128 min
Ray Winstone
Directed by Gary Oldman

The story of a dysfunctional working class family in London.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Once Upon A Time In The Midlands</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>104 min</td>
<td>Rhys Ifans, Robert Carlyle</td>
<td>Shane Meadows</td>
<td>A small time crook returns to his home town to try to win back his ex-girlfriend's heart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuasion</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>PG 107 min</td>
<td>Amanda Root</td>
<td>Roger Michell</td>
<td>A British criminal pulls one last job before retiring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleuth</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>R 86 min</td>
<td>Michael Caine, Jude Law</td>
<td>Kenneth Branagh</td>
<td>An aging detective novelist squares off against the younger man who stole his wife.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon &amp; Gaenor</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>R 105 min</td>
<td>Ioan Gruffudd</td>
<td>Paul Morrison</td>
<td>A tragic love story between young Jewish man and a Welsh woman.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>R 119 min</td>
<td>Julianne Moore</td>
<td>Todd Haynes</td>
<td>An affluent and unexceptional homemaker in the suburbs develops multiple chemical sensitivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Drewe</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>R 111 min</td>
<td>Gemma Arterton</td>
<td>Stephen Frears</td>
<td>A young woman returns to her home town just as her childhood home is being sold.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
England

**The Damned United**
2009  R  98 min
*Michael Sheen, Colm Meaney*
Directed by Tom Hooper

This fictionalized biopic tells the story of an outspoken soccer manager in England.

**The General**
1998  R  124 min
*Brendan Gleeson, Jon Voight*
Directed by John Boorman

The real life story of Dublin folk hero and criminal Martin Cahill.

**The Imaginarium of Dr. Parnassus**
2009  PG-13  123 min
*Heath Ledger, Johnny Depp*
Directed by Terry Gilliam

When a deal with the devil comes due, Dr. Parnassus must renegotiate the pact to save his daughter.

**The Last Station**
2009  R  112 min
*James McAvoy, Helen Mirren*
Directed by Michael Hoffman

A historical drama that illustrates Leo Tolstoy's struggle to balance fame and wealth and this commitment to a life devoid of material things.

**The Governess**
1998  R  115 min
*Minni Driver, Tom Wilkinson*
Directed by Sandra Goldbacher

Following the death of her Father, a wealthy young woman moves to Scotland.

**The Long Day Closes**
1992  PG  85 min
*Marjorie Yates*
Directed by Terence Davies

Coming of age tale of a young boy who falls in love with cinema.
**England**

**The Luzhin Defence**  
2000 | **PG-13** | 109 min  
*John Turturro, Emma Watson*  
Directed by Marleen Gorris

Two worlds collide when an eccentric genius falls in love with a socialite.

**The Mother**  
2003 | **R** | 112 min  
*Daniel Craig*  
Directed by Roger Michell

A grandmother has an affair with a man half his age, who happens to be her daughter's lover.

**The Tango Lesson**  
1997 | **PG** | 100 min  
*Sally Potter*  
Directed by Sally Potter

A woman's life is changed by learning the Tango on a trip to Paris.

**Voices From A Locked Room**  
1995 | **R** | 89 min  
*Jeremy Northam*  
Directed by Malcolm Clarke

The story of a 1930's composer and his harshest critic.

**When Did You Last See Your Father?**  
2007 | **PG-13** | 92 min  
*Colin Firth, Jim Broadbent*  
Directed by Anand Tucker

The story of a son's conflicting memories of his father.

**Wilde**  
1997 | **R** | 118 min  
*Jude Law, Stephen Fry, Vanessa Redgrave*  
Directed by Brian Gilbert

The story of poet and playwright Oscar Wilde.
Yes  
2004 R 100 min
Joan Allen
Directed by Sally Potter

A love story told almost entirely in iambic pentameter.

Young Adam  
2003 NC-17 98 min
Tilda Swinton, Ewan McGregor
Directed by David Mackenzie

A young drifter working on a river barge disrupts his employers lives.
The Man Without A Past
2002 PG-13 97 min
Markku Peltola, Kati Outinen
Directed by Aki Kaurismaki

A man develops amnesia after being badly beaten.
France

**A Chef In Love**
- **Year:** 1996
- **Rating:** PG-13
- **Duration:** 100 min
- **Stars:** Nino Kirtadze, Pierre Richard
- **Director:** Nana Dzhordzhadze

The story of a French chef who falls in love with a Georgian princess.

**A Prophet**
- **Year:** 2009
- **Rating:** R
- **Duration:** 155 min
- **Stars:** Tahar Rahim, Niels Arestrup
- **Director:** Jacques Audiard

A young Arab man is sent to French prison where he becomes a mob kingpin.

**Bon Voyage**
- **Year:** 2003
- **Rating:** PG-13
- **Duration:** 114 min
- **Stars:** Isabelle Adjani, Gerard Depardieu
- **Director:** Jean-Paul Rappeneau

A group of people band together to escape Paris as the Nazis move in.

**Cache**
- **Year:** 2005
- **Rating:** R
- **Duration:** 117 min
- **Stars:** Juliette Binoche, Daniel Auteuil
- **Director:** Michael Haneke

A couple is terrorized by a series of surveillance tapes left on their front porch.

**Angel-A**
- **Year:** 2005
- **Rating:** R
- **Duration:** 91 min
- **Director:** Luc Besson

A suicidal hoodlum meets a woman who changes his life.

**Carnage**
- **Year:** 2011
- **Rating:** R
- **Duration:** 80 min
- **Director:** Roman Polanski

Two sets of parents meet in the aftermath of a bullying incident involving their children.
France

**Chicken With Plums**
2011 | PG-13 | 93 min
Mathieu Amalric
Directed by Vincent Paronnaud & Marjane Satrapi
A renowned musician loses all hope for life when his beloved violin breaks.

**Coco Before Chanel**
2009 | PG-13 | 105 min
Audrey Tautou
Directed by Anne Fontaine
Biopic following orphan Coco Chanel as she ascends to fashion stardom.

**Coco Chanel & Igor Stravinsky**
2009 | R | 119 min
Directed by Jan Kounen
Coco Chanel meets and falls for Russian composer Igor Stravinsky in 1920's Paris.

**Est Ouest**
1999 | PG-13 | 121 min
Sandrine Bonnaire, Catherine Deneuve
Directed by Regis Wargnier
Stalin invites Russian immigrants back to the country, but it’s a trap.

**Farinelli**
1994 | R | 111 min
Stefano Dionisi, Enrico Verso
Directed by Gerard Corbiau
The life story of a famous opera singer.

**Germinal**
1993 | R | 160 min
Renaud, Gerard Depardieu
Directed by Claude Berri
The story of a coal miner’s strike in a small mining town.
France

**Indochine**
1992
148 min
Catherine Deneuve
Directed by Regis Wargnier
A French woman in 1930’s Indochina raises a Vietnamese child as her own.

**Joyeux Noel**
2005
116 min
Diane Kruger
Directed by Christian Carion
On Christmas eve during WWI enemies fraternize with the men on opposite sides of the fight.

**Jacquot**
1991
118 min
Philippé Maron
Directed by Agnes Varda
The story of a boy in the 1930’s fascinated by cinema.

**I’ve Loved You So Long**
2008
117 min
Kristen Scott Thomas
Directed by Philippe Claudel
A woman tries to find her place in society and in her family after being released from prison after 15 years.

**Look At Me**
2004
110 min
Marilou Berry
Directed by Agnes Jaoui
A French girl gifted with a great voice has a complex about her weight and appearance.

**Ma Vie En Rose**
1997
88 min
Georges Du Fresne
Directed by Alain Berliner
Golden Globe®
Best Foreign Film
A 7 year old boy is convinced that he is a girl stuck in a boy’s body.
France

**Madame Butterfly**
1995  UR  135 min  
Ying Wang, Richard Troxell  
Directed by Frederic Mitterrand

A young geisha sacrifices everything for her American lover.

**Micmacs**
2009  R  105 min  
Dany Boon  
Directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet

A man and his friends plot to blow up two big weapon factories.

**Monsieur Ibrahim**
2003  R  94 min  
Omar Sharif  
Directed by Francois Dupeyron

A Turkish shop owner in Paris befriends a Jewish boy.

**My Wife Is An Actress**
2001  R  95 min  
Charlotte Gainsbourg  
Directed by Yvan Attal

A normal guy involved with a hot actress worries she will fall for her costar.

**Of Gods And Men**
2010  R  122 min  
Directed by Xavier Beauvois

The ordeal of seven French trappist monks taken captive by Islamic fundamentalists is examined in this drama.

**Moliere**
2007  PG-13  120 min  
Romain Duris  
Directed by Laurent Tirard

The story of playwright/actor, Moliere.
France

Olivier Olivier
1992 R 110 min
Brigitte Rouan, Francois Cluzet
Directed by Agnieszka Holland

A young boy disappears without a trace, then resurfaces six years later in Paris, but there are doubts about his true identity.

Persepolis
2007 PG-13 96 min
Chiara Mastroianni, Catherine Deneuve
Directed by Vincent Paronnaud & Marjane Satrapi

Coming of age tale of an Iranian girl during the Islamic Revolution.

The Accompanist
1992 PG 102 min
Richard Bohringer
Directed by Claude Miller

In Nazi occupied France, a young accompanist gets a job with a famous singer.

The City Of Lost Children
1995 R 112 min
Ron Perlman
Directed by Marc Caro & Jean-Pierre Jeunet

A scientist in a surreal society kidnaps children to steal their dreams.

The Class
2008 PG-13 128 min
Francois Beguda
Directed by Laurent Cantet

A young man teaches in a tough Parisian neighborhood.
France

**The Dreamlife Of Angels**
1998  **R**  113 min  
*Elodie Bouchez, Natacha Regnier*
*Directed by Erick Zonca*

Two penniless women in Lille with no prospects become friends.

**The Illusionist**
2009  **PG**  100 min  
*Directed by Sylvain Chomet*

This tale follows the fading fortunes of an illusionist as he is forced to play increasingly obscure venues.

**The Lady & The Duke**
2001  **PG-13**  129 min  
*Lucy Russell*
*Directed by Eric Rohmer*

During the French Revolution an aristocrat and her former lover, a Duke, find themselves on opposite sides of the war.

**The Triplets Of Belleville**
2003  **PG-13**  80 min  
*Michele Caucheteux*
*Directed by Sylvain Chomet*

A woman teams up with an aged song and dance team to get back her kidnapped grandson.

**Thieves**
1996  **R**  117 min  
*Catherine Deneuve*
*Directed by Andre Techine*

A man's death and the effect it has on his family are examined.

**Va Savoir**
2001  **PG-13**  154 min  
*Jeanne Balibar*
*Directed by Jacques Rivette*

Quick witted, well read cultured types revolve around eachother.
France

**Van Gogh**
- 1991
- Directed by Maurice Pialat
- The final 67 days of Van Gogh’s life are examined.

**Where Do We Go Now?**
- 2011
- Directed by Nadine Labaki
- A group of Lebanese women try to ease religious tensions in their village.

**Whatever**
- 1998
- Directed by Susan Skoog
- A teen faces her impending adulthood in the carefree drug and sex revolution of the early 80’s.

**Wild Grass**
- 2009
- Directed by Alain Resnais
- A wallet lost and found opens the door to romance for a young man and woman.

**When The Cat’s Away**
- 1996
- Directed by Cedric Klapisch
- The search for a missing cat opens up the world of Paris.
Germany

**Brother Of Sleep**
1995  **R**  127 min
*Andre Ei
termann*
*Directed by Joseph Vilsmaier*

The story of a young musician who brought his life to an end at 22 when he decided to never sleep again.

**Faraway, So Close**
1993  **PG-13**  144 min
*Directed by Wim Wenders*
*Cannes Film Festival® Grand Jury Prize*

A group of angels in Germany look longingly at the lives of humans.

**Good Bye Lenin!**
2003  **R**  121 min
*Daniel Bruhl*
*Directed by Wolfgang Becker*

To protect his mother after she wakes from a coma, a young man must keep her unaware that the nation as she knew it, has completely changed.

**Run Lola Run**
1998  **R**  81 min
*Directed by Tom Tykwer*

Two lovers have only minutes to change the course of their lives... and time is running out.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title 1</th>
<th>Title 2</th>
<th>Director 1</th>
<th>Director 2</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>The White Ribbon</td>
<td>The Princess</td>
<td>Michael Haneke</td>
<td>Tom Tykwer</td>
<td>144 min</td>
<td>A series of strange and brutal pranks threaten to shatter the orderly existence of a small German town.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>The Lives Of Others</td>
<td>And The Warrior</td>
<td>Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck</td>
<td>Franka Potente</td>
<td>137 min</td>
<td>Academy Award® Best Foreign Film A secret agent becomes fascinated by the lives of the intellectual couple he is spying on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>135 min</td>
<td>A young nurse seemingly devotes her entire life to her patients at an asylum.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
India

**In Custody**
1994 | 126 min
Shashi Kapoor
Directed by Ismail Merchant

A young teacher is asked to interview an aging famous poet.

**Lagaan**
2001 | 224 min
Aamir Khan, Gracy Singh
Directed by Ashutosh Gowariker

The people of a small village stake their future on an important cricket match.
**Iran**

**A Separation**
2011  PG-13  123 min
*Directed by Asghar Farhadi*
Academy Award®
*Best Foreign Film*

An Iranian family is faced with the decision of leaving the country for a better life, or staying to care for an ill relative.

**Secret Ballot**
2001  G  100 min
*Nassim Abdi*
*Directed by Babek Payami*

A female election agent and a soldier journey together to collect votes.

**Offside**
2006  PG  93 min
*Sima Mobarak-Shahi*
*Directed by Jafar Panahi*

Women struggle in a country that will not allow them in stadiums.

**Color Of Paradise**
1999  PG  90 min
*Hossein Mahjoub*
*Directed by Majid Majidi*

The story of a blind boy and his family.
Ireland

**A Man Of No Importance**
1994  R  98 min
*Albert Finney*
*Directed by Suri Krishnamma*

The story of a middle aged bus conductor in Dublin in the 1960's.

**Breakfast On Pluto**
2005  R  128 min
*Directed by Neil Jordan*

A transvestite leaves a small town behind to live in London in the 1970's.

**The Guard**
2011  R  96 min
*Brendan Gleeson, Don Cheadle*
*Directed by John Michael McDonagh*

An Irish policeman and an FBI agent team up to take down a drug smuggling ring.

**This Is My Father**
1998  R  119 min
*Aidan Quinn, James Caan*
*Directed by Paul Quinn*

A man travels to his mother's small home town in Ireland.

**Dancing At Lughnasa**
1998  PG  95 min
*Meryl Streep, Michael Gambon*
*Directed by Pat O'Connor*

Five sisters make the most out of their simple life in a rural Irish town.
Israel

**Broken Wings**  
2002  R  87 min  
*Maya Maron*  
*Directed by Nir Bergman*  
A family copes with the abrupt death of the husband/father.

**Footnote**  
2011  PG  103 min  
*Directed by Joseph Cedar*  
This drama examines the complicated relationship between a father and son who are rival professors in Talmudic studies.

**The Band’s Visit**  
2007  PG-13  87 min  
*Sasson Gabai*  
*Directed by Eran Kolirin*  
A band made up of Egyptian policemen travels to Israel to play at a ceremony.

**Lebanon**  
2009  R  93 min  
*Yoav Donat*  
*Directed by Samuel Maoz*  
A lone group of soldiers are sent to search a hostile town during war in Lebanon.

**Waltz With Bashir**  
2008  R  90 min  
*Directed by Ari Folman*  
Golden Globe®  
*Best Foreign Film*  
Director Ari Folman examines his life in the Israeli army through the eyes of animation.
Italy

**A Pure Formality**
1994  PG-13  108 min
*Gerard Depardieu, Roman Polanski*
*Directed by Giuseppe Tornatore*

A reclusive writer is arrested, and through interrogation gives new information to help solve a killing.

**Respiro**
2002  PG-13  95 min
*Directed by Emanuele Crialese*

On a small island off the coast of Sicily, life can be as suffocating as it is charming.

**Facing Windows**
2003  R  106 min
*Directed by Finn Taylor*

Stuck in a dull marriage, a woman takes to caring for a Holocaust survivor.
Kikujiro
1999 | PG-13 | 121 min
Takeshi Kitano
Directed by Takeshi Kitano
A young, naïve boy sets out on a journey to find his mother.

Paprika
2006 | R | 90 min
Toru Emori
Directed by Satoshi Kon
When a machine that allows therapists to enter their patient’s dreams goes missing, insanity ensues.

The Sky Crawlers
2008 | PG-13 | 122 min
Rinko Kickuchi
Directed by Mamoru Oshii
Animated tale of an alternate version of Earth in the future, where all war and fighting is a ting of the past.
The Devil's Backbone
2001 [R] 106 min
Directed by
Guillermo del Toro

A young boy discovers that his orphanage is haunted.

Danzon
1991 [PG-13] 120 min
Maria Rojo
Directed by Maria Novaro

A woman divides her time between work, raising her daughter, and the danzon, a popular cuban dance style.

Rudo Y Cursi
2008 [R] 103 min
Gael Garcia Bernal
Directed by Carlos Cuaron

Two siblings rival each other in the world of professional soccer.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Directors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Book</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>145 min</td>
<td>Carice van Houten, Sebastian Koch</td>
<td>Directed by Paul Verhoeven</td>
<td>In Nazi occupied Netherlands, a Jewish singer infiltrates the regional Gestapo headquarters for the Dutch resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>122 min</td>
<td>Pavlik Jansen op de Haar</td>
<td>Directed by Mike Van Diem</td>
<td>Set in the 1920's, this story centers on a lifelong battle of wills between a cruel bailiff and his illegitimate son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter In Wartime</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>103 min</td>
<td>Martijn Lakemeier</td>
<td>Directed by Martin Koolhoven</td>
<td>Near the end of WWII, a 14 year old boy becomes involved in the resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Memory Of A Killer</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>123 min</td>
<td>Koen De Bouw</td>
<td>Directed by Erik Van Looy</td>
<td>Two top cops investigate the murder of a notable, wealthy executive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Broken English
New Zealand 1996 NC-17 92 min
Aleksandra Vujcic, Julian Arahanga
Directed by Gregor Nichols

A woman falls in love with a man that her father doesn't approve of.
**Norway**

**O’Horten**
2007 [PG-13] 90 min
Baard Owe
Directed by Bent Hamer

A drama focused on the life of a train conductor who has just retired.

**The Beautiful Country**
2004 [R] 137 min
Damien Nguyen
Directed by Hans Petter Moland

A family tragedy forces a young boy to flee to America from Vietnam.
In Darkness
2011  R  145 min
Robert Wieckiewicz
Directed by Agnieszka Holland

A man rescues Jewish refugees during WWII in Nazi occupied Poland.
Russia

**12**
2007 **PG-13** 159 min
*Sergey Makovetskiy*
*Directed by Nikita Mikhalkov*

12 jurors must decide the fate of a teenage boy charged with murdering his stepfather.

**Burnt By The Sun**
1994 **R** 135 min
*Directed by Nikita Mikhalkov*

The lives of a Russian family are shattered by the arrival of a mysterious, sinister man.

**The Cuckoo**
2002 **PG-13** 99 min
*Anni-Kristiina Juuso*
*Directed by Aleksandr Rogozhkin*

A woman gives shelter to two soldiers on opposite sides of a conflict.

**The Italian**
2005 **PG-13** 90 min
*Nikolay Spiridonov*
*Directed by Andrey Kravchuk*

An abandoned Russian orphan boy is adopted by an Italian family.

**Window To Paris**
1994 **PG-13** 87 min
*Agnes Soral*
*Directed by Yuri Mamin*

A small apartment leads way to a magical window to Paris.
South Africa

Life Above All
2010 [PG-13] 100 min
*Khomotso Manyaki
Directed by Oliver Schmitz

A touching mother / daughter relationship reflects the modern south Africa.
South Korea

3-Iron
2004  R 88 min
Seung-yeon Lee
Directed by Ki-duk Kim

A transient young man breaks into the vacation homes of the rich to enjoy the good life for a few days at a time.

Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter...And Spring
2003  R 103 min
Ki-duk Kim
Directed by Ki-duk Kim

The story of an aging Monk living on a floating temple.
Spain

All About My Mother
1999 101 min
Penélope Cruz
Directed by Pedro Almodóvar
Academy Award®
Best Foreign Film

After her son's accidental death, a woman travels to Barcelona to reunite with an old friend.

Bad Education
2004 106 min
Gael García Bernal
Directed by Pedro Almodóvar
GLAAD Award®
Outstanding Film

A film director uncovers a web of deceit and revenge while adapting a short story.

Belle Epoque
1992 109 min
Directed by Fernando Trueba
Academy Award®
Best Foreign Film

A young soldier finds himself in a romantic dilemma when he meets his friend's daughters.

Broken Embraces
2009 127 min
Penélope Cruz
Directed by Pedro Almodóvar
Critics Choice Award®
Best Foreign Film

A filmmaker tells the story of his life before the accident that has left him blind.

Mad Love
2001 115 min
Pilar Lopez de Ayala
Directed by Vincente Aranda

The love story that transformed the life of the Queen of Spain.

Goya In Bordeaux
1999 107 min
Jose Coronado
Directed by Carlos Saura

Francisco Goya lives out the last days of his life in exile in Bordeaux.
Spain

**Matador**
1986
**Antonio Banderas**
Directed by **Pedro Almodóvar**

Black comedy following the lives of a bull-fighter who is turned on by killing, a lawyer with the same problem, and a young man driven insane by his religious upbringing.

**The Skin I Live In**
2011
**Antonio Banderas**
Directed by **Pedro Almodóvar**

BAFTA®
Best Foreign Film

After his wife's death, a surgeon attempts to invent skin that is impervious to injury.

**Talk To Her**
2002
**Rosario Flores**
Directed by **Pedro Almodóvar**

BAFTA®
Best Foreign Film

A bond develops between two men as they take care of two female coma patients.

**Volver**
2006
**Penélope Cruz**
Directed by **Pedro Almodóvar**

Cannes Film Festival®
Best Screenplay
Best Actress - Penélope Cruz

The story of an eccentric family of women in Spain.

**Women On The Verge Of A Nervous Breakdown**
1988
**Antonio Banderas**
Directed by **Pedro Almodóvar**

A woman crosses paths with her lover's family in a very confusing manner.

**Tango**
1998
**Cecilia Narova**
Directed by **Carlos Saura**

After his wife leaves him, a man dedicates himself to making a film on the subject of tango.
Sweden

![Poster](image1.png)
**House Of Angels**
1992 [R] 127 min  
Rikard Wolff, Helena Bergstrom  
Directed by Colin Nutley

A rural village is divided when an extraordinary young couple move to town.

![Poster](image2.png)
**Saraband**
2003 [R] 107 min  
Liv Ullman, Erland Josephson  
Directed by Ingmar Bergman

A woman visits her ex-husband, but arrives during a time of great family strife.

![Poster](image3.png)
**The Slingshot**
1993 [R] 102 min  
Jesper Salen  
Directed by Ake Sandgren

A young boy in Stockholm In the 1920’s starts a business selling slingshots that are made in a very interesting way.
Vitus
2006 [PG] 100 min
Fabrizio Borsani
Directed by Fredi M. Murer

A gifted young boy’s parents have ambitious plans for him to become a great pianist, but he has other plans.
Thailand

The Legend Of Suriyothai
2001 185 min
Sarunyu Wongkrachang
Directed by Chatrichalerm Yukol

A beautiful young princess rises up to protect the glory of her kingdom.
A Friend Of The Deceased
1997 R 100 min
Anzhelika Nevolina
Directed by Leonid Boyko
& Vyacheslov Krishtofovich

A down on his luck man takes a contract out on his own life, but then falls in love.
United States

**Across The Sea Of Time**
1995 51 min
Peter Reznick
Directed by Stephen Low

A young Russian boy sets out on a journey to New York City.

**All The Real Girls**
2003 R 108 min
Zooey Deschanel
Directed by David Gordon Green

A man unexpectedly falls for his friend's sister, a committed virgin.

**Amateur**
1994 R 105 min
Isabelle Hupert
Directed by Hal Hartley

An ex-nun makes a living writing pornography.

**Auto Focus**
2002 R 105 min
Greg Kinnear, Willem Dafoe
Directed by Paul Schrader

A story of “Hogan's Heroes” star Bob Crane and his friendship with John Carpenter.

**Badasssss!**
2003 R 108 min
Mario Van Peebles
Directed by Mario Van Peebles

An homage to the 1971 film “Sweet Sweetback's Badasssss Song.”

**Baghead**
2008 R 84 min
Ross Partridge
Directed by Jay Duplass & Mark Duplass

Four struggling actors take a trip to the mountains to write a screenplay that they hope will change their lives.
United States

**Brother**
2000 **R** 144 min
*Takeshi Kitano*
*Directed by Takeshi Kitano*
A Japanese gangster is exiled to Los Angeles, where he and his brother expand the reach of a local street gang.

**Capote**
2005 **R** 114 min
*Philip Seymour Hoffman*
*Directed by Bennett Miller*
Academy Award®
*Best Actor - Philip Seymour Hoffman*
Writer Truman Capote finds himself in a dance with the devil while researching for his masterwork.

**Caught**
1996 **R** 110 min
*Edward James Olmos, Maria Conchita Alonso*
*Directed by Robert M. Young*
A drifter changes the lives of the family that takes him in.

**Celeste And Jesse Forever**
2012 **R** 92 min
*Rashida Jones, Andy Samberg*
*Directed by Lee Toland Krieger*
A divorcing couple tries to maintain their friendship as they pursue other people.

**Damsels in Distress**
2011 **PG-13** 99 min
*Greta Gerwig, Adam Brody*
*Directed by Whit Stillman*
A trio of girls set out to change the male-dominated nature of their college campus.

**Darling Companion**
2012 **PG-13** 103 min
*Kevin Kline, Diane Keaton*
*Directed by Lawrence Kasdan*
The story of an aging couple who attempt to re-kindle their marriage.
United States

- **Denise Calls Up** (1995) PG-13, 80 min
  - *Tim Daly*
  - Directed by *Hal Salwen*
  - A group of friends in New York keep in touch solely via computer, telephone, and fax.

- **Friends With Money** (2006) R, 88 min
  - *Jennifer Aniston, Catherine Keener*
  - Directed by *Nicole Holofcener*
  - A successful woman quits her high paying job, finding herself unsure about her future.

- **Don’t Come Knocking** (2005) R, 122 min
  - *Sam Shepard, Jessica Lange, Tim Roth, Sarah Polley*
  - Directed by *Wim Wenders*
  - An aging ex-western movie star has no reason to live, until he finds out he has a child.

- **Frozen River** (2008) R, 97 min
  - *Melissa Leo*
  - Directed by *Courtney Hunt*
  - A widow begins smuggling illegal immigrants across the Canadian border.

- **Dream With The Fishes** (1997) R, 97 min
  - *David Arquette*
  - Directed by *Finn Taylor*
  - A suicidal voyeur treats an addict to one last binge.

- **Get Low** (2009) PG-13, 100 min
  - *Robert Duvall, Bill Murray*
  - Directed by *Aaron Schneider*
  - An old backwoods loner plans his own funeral while he’s still alive to attend.
United States

**Henry Fool**
1997 137 min
*Thomas Jay Ryan*
Directed by *Hal Hartley*

This satire tells the story of a would-be writer who inspires a lowly trash man to write award winning poetry.

**Groove**
2000 86 min
*Mackenzie Firgens*
Directed by *Greg Harrison*

A look at one night in the underground San Francisco rave scene.

**Haiku Tunnel**
2001 88 min
*Josh Kornbluth*
Directed by *Joacob Kornbluth & Josh Kornbluth*

A man is offered a permanent position at his employer, but first must accomplish a task in this office comedy.

**Heights**
2005 93 min
*Elizabeth Banks, Glenn Close*
Directed by *Chris Terrio*

Five New Yorkers are challenged to choose their destinies before the sun comes up.

**Higher Ground**
2011 109 min
*Vera Farmiga*
Directed by *Vera Farmiga*

A chronicle of one woman's lifelong struggle with her faith.

**Imaginary Heroes**
2004 111 min
*Sigourney Weaver, Jeff Daniels, Emile Hirsch*
Directed by *Dan Harris*

A family's secrets, which have haunted them for years, are brought to the forefront after an incomprehensible event takes place.
United States

**Interview**
- **Year**: 2007
- **Duration**: 84 min
- **Stars**: Steve Buscemi, Sienna Miller
- **Director**: Lisa Cholodenko
- **Plot**: A fading political journalist is forced to interview the country’s most popular soap opera actress.

**Jackpot**
- **Year**: 2001
- **Duration**: 97 min
- **Stars**: Jon Gries, Daryl Hannah
- **Director**: Michael Polish
- **Plot**: An aspiring western singer abandons his family to go on tour with his road manager to try to make it as a musician.

**Junebug**
- **Year**: 2005
- **Duration**: 106 min
- **Stars**: Embeth Davidtz
- **Director**: Phil Morrison
- **Plot**: A dealer in outsider art meets her old-fashioned in-laws, challenging the equilibrium in their home.

**Just Looking**
- **Year**: 1999
- **Duration**: 97 min
- **Stars**: Ryan Merriman
- **Director**: Jason Alexander
- **Plot**: A curious kid in the 1950's living in the Bronx makes it his summer mission to witness two people making love.

**Levity**
- **Year**: 2003
- **Duration**: 100 min
- **Stars**: Kirsten Dunst, Morgan Freeman, Billy Bob Thornton
- **Director**: Ed Solomon
- **Plot**: A man tries to find redemption after spending 23 years in prison for the murder of a teenager during an attempted robbery.

**Laurel Canyon**
- **Year**: 2002
- **Duration**: 103 min
- **Stars**: Frances McDormand
- **Director**: Lisa Cholodenko
- **Plot**: A man’s fiance and mother meet and grow close, leaving him vulnerable to another woman.
Living In Oblivion
1995  R  90 min
Steve Buscemi
Directed by Tom DiCillo
A day in the life of a small Time independent filmmaker is chronicled as he tries to stick to a shoestring budget.

Married Life
2007  PG-13  91 min
Chris Cooper, Patricia Clarkson, Pierce Brosnan, Rachel McAdams
Directed by Ira Sachs
A man in the 1940s plots his wife’s death, rather than putting her through a divorce.

Love Liza
2002  R  90 min
Philip Seymour Hoffman
Directed by Todd Louiso
The story of a man’s life after the sudden, unexpected suicide of his wife, Liza.

Masked And Anonymous
2003  PG-13  112 min
John Goodman, Bob Dylan
Directed by Larry Charles
A singer, whose career has gone into a downward spiral, must make a comeback.

Men With Guns
1997  R  127 min
Frederico Lupi
Directed by John Sayles
A wealthy doctor, whose wife has just died, goes on a trip to see his old students, who are working in an impoverished village.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midnight in Paris</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>94 min</td>
<td>Owen Wilson, Marion Cotillard, Rachel McAdams, Adrien Brody</td>
<td>Woody Allen</td>
<td>The extraordinary experiences of an engaged couple travelling in Paris make them begin to question the kind of life they want to live.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Crazy Life</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>92 min</td>
<td>Angel Aviles</td>
<td>Allison Anders</td>
<td>The story of two best friends that grow up in a rough Los Angeles neighborhood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother &amp; Child</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>125 min</td>
<td>Naomi Watts, Annette Bening</td>
<td>Rodrigo Garcia</td>
<td>A drama centered around a woman and her child, whom she gave up for adoption 35 years ago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>73 min</td>
<td>Courtney Cox</td>
<td>Greg Harrison</td>
<td>A photographer's life begins to unravel following a traumatic incident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mute Witness</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>95 min</td>
<td>Marina Zudina</td>
<td>Anthony Waller</td>
<td>A mute make-up artist working on a film in Moscow witness a murder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please Give</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>90 min</td>
<td>Catherine Keener, Oliver Platt</td>
<td>Nicole Holofcener</td>
<td>A New York couple butt heads with their neighbors, whose apartment they have just purchased.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pollock
2000 R 122 min
Ed Harris, Marcia Gay Harden
Directed by Ed Harris

Academy Award®
Best Supporting Actress
Marcia Gay Harden

This biopic focuses on the life of American painter Jackson Pollock.

Redbelt
2008 R 99 min
Chiwetel Ejiofor, Tim Allen
Directed by David Mamet

A martial arts master in a financial bind considers violating his principles to fight for money.

Quinceañera
2006 R 90 min
Emily Rios, Jesse Garcia
Directed by Richard Glatzer & Wash Westmoreland

A young girl’s blissful life is complicated by pregnancy just before her 15th birthday.

Restless
2011 PG-13 91 min
Mia Wasikowska
Directed by Gus Van Sant

A terminally ill teenage girl falls in love with a boy who likes to attend funerals, and together they encounter the ghost of Japanese kamikaze pilot.

Saving Face
2004 R 91 min
Joan Chen
Directed by Alice Wu

The story of a young woman who must deal with her mother’s unplanned, out of wedlock pregnancy.

Rachel Getting Married
2008 R 113 min
Anne Hathaway
Directed by Jonathon Demme

Family conflicts resurface when an out of work model returns home for her sister’s wedding.

Restless
2011 PG-13 91 min
Mia Wasikowska
Directed by Gus Van Sant

A terminally ill teenage girl falls in love with a boy who likes to attend funerals, and together they encounter the ghost of Japanese kamikaze pilot.

Quinceañera
2006 R 90 min
Emily Rios, Jesse Garcia
Directed by Richard Glatzer & Wash Westmoreland

A young girl’s blissful life is complicated by pregnancy just before her 15th birthday.

Rachel Getting Married
2008 R 113 min
Anne Hathaway
Directed by Jonathon Demme

Family conflicts resurface when an out of work model returns home for her sister’s wedding.
United States

She Hate Me
2004 R 138 min
Anthony Mackie
Directed by Spike Lee
A financially successful young executive loses all his assets, and must turn to donating sperm to make ends meet.

SLC Punk
1998 R 97 min
Matthew Lillard, Jason Segel
Directed by James Merendino
A punk and his friends battle ideals and normalcy in their home town of Salt Lake City.

Suburbia
1996 R 121 min
Giovanni Ribisi, Steve Zahn
Directed by Richard Linklater
Based on the play of the same name, suburban teenagers grow up and waste time in a small town.

Sugar
2008 R 120 min
Algenis Perez Soto
Directed by Anna Boden & Ryan Fleck
A Dominican baseball star is recruited to play in the American minor league.

Sweet and Lowdown
1999 PG-13 95 min
Sean Penn, Uma Thurman
Directed by Woody Allen
Fictional biopic chronicling the life of the "world's second best jazz guitarist."

Synecdoche New York
2008 R 124 min
Philip Seymour Hoffman
Directed by Charlie Kaufman
A theater director stages an autobiographical play in a giant warehouse amid a life size replica of Manhattan.
**United States**

**Take Shelter**
2011  R  120 min
**Michael Shannon, Jessica Chastain**
**Directed by Jeff Nichols**

A family man is plagued by a series of apocalyptic visions.

**The Broken Hearts Club**
2000  R  94 min
**Timothy Olyphant**
**Directed by Greg Berlanti**

A man can't decide if his group of friends are the best or worst thing that's ever happened to him.

**The Company**
2003  PG-13  112 min
**Neve Campbell, James Franco**
**Directed by Robert Altman**

Ensemble drama centered on a group of ballet dancers, one of them poised to be the lead.

**The Jane Austen Book Club**
2007  PG-13  106 min
**Kathy Baker, Hugh Dancy**
**Directed by Robin Swicord**

A group of people start a club to discuss the work of Jane Austen, only to discover their lives resemble her stories.

**The Loss Of Sexual Innocence**
1999  R  106 min
**Saffron Burrows**
**Directed by Mike Figgis**

A non-linear telling of the sexual past of a film director.

**The Merchant Of Venice**
2004  R  138 min
**Al Pacino, Joseph Fiennes**
**Directed by Michael Radford**

A retelling of Shakespeare's classic tale.
United States

The Myth Of Fingerprints
1997 R 93 min
Julianne Moore, Noah Wyle
Directed by Bart Freundlich
Issues unfold amongst a family during Thanksgiving.

The Spanish Prisoner
1997 PG 110 min
Steve Martin, Ben Gazzara
Directed by David Mamet
An employee with a lucrative secret plots to betray the corporation that employs him.

The Raid: Redemption
2011 R 101 min
Directed by Gareth Evans
A SWAT team is trapped in a building during a raid and must fight a drug dealer’s gang to escape.

The Third Miracle
1999 R 119 min
Ed Harris
Directed by Agnieszka Holland
A priest is sent by the Vatican to investigate a series of alleged miracles.

The Quiet
2005 R 96 min
Camilla Belle, Elisha Cuthbert
Directed by Jamie Babbit
A young deaf and mute woman is sent to live with her godparents and their daughter.

The Three Burials Of Melquiades Estrada
2005 R 121 min
Tommy Lee Jones
Directed by Tommy Lee Jones
A man keeps his promise to a deceased friend by taking him to be buried in his hometown in Mexico.
The Wackness
2008 99 min
Ben Kingsley, Josh Peck
Directed by Jonathan Levine

A psychiatrist forms a relationship with a teen weed dealer, trading product for sessions.

To Rome With Love
2012 112 min
Woody Allen, Penélope Cruz, Alec Baldwin, Roberto Benigni, Ellen Page, Jesse Eisenberg
Directed by Woody Allen

A father meets his daughter’s Italian in-laws-to-be in this ensemble comedy that interweaves four tales set in Rome.

Thirteen Conversations About One Thing
2001 104 min
Alan Arkin, Matthew McConaughey
Directed by Jill Sprecher

The lives of several New Yorkers intersect in this unpredictable story.

Thumbsucker
2005 96 min
Tilda Swinton, Vincent D’Onofrio
Directed by Mike Mills

A boy throws himself and everyone around him into chaos when he tries to free himself from his addiction to his thumb.

To Rome With Love
2012 112 min
Woody Allen, Penélope Cruz, Alec Baldwin, Roberto Benigni, Ellen Page, Jesse Eisenberg
Directed by Woody Allen

A father meets his daughter’s Italian in-laws-to-be in this ensemble comedy that interweaves four tales set in Rome.

Trixie
2000 116 min
Emily Watson
Directed by Alan Rudolph

A woman wants to rise from being a security guard to becoming a private detective.

Twin Falls Idaho
1999 111 min
Michael Polish, Mark Polish
Directed by Mark Polish & Michael Polish

The story of a man's life after the sudden, unexpected suicide of his wife, Liza.
Vanya on 42nd Street
1994  PG  119 min
Wallace Shawn, Phoebe Brand
Directed by Louis Malle

New York actors rehearse the play “Uncle Vanya” in an old run down theater.

Waiting For Guffman
1996  PG-13  84 min
Christopher Guest
Directed by Christopher Guest

This mockumentary pokes fun at community theater.

Welcome To The Dollhouse
1995  R  88 min
Heather Matarazzo
Directed by Todd Solondz

The horrors of junior high and adolescence are shown through the eyes of an awkward teen.

Whatever Works
2009  PG-13  92 min
Larry David
Directed by Woody Allen

An aging eccentric finds himself caught in a series of bizarre situations after falling for a younger woman.

You Will Meet A Tall Dark Stranger
2010  R  98 min
Anthony Hopkins, Naomi Watts
Directed by Woody Allen

After her husband’s infidelity, a Woman sees a psychic who tells her she will meet a tall, dark stranger and that he will be the love of her life.

Youth Without Youth
2007  R  124 min
Tim Roth
Directed by Francis Ford Coppola

A love story wrapped in a mystery taking place in Europe.
Vietnam

The Vertical Ray Of The Sun
2000 [PG-13] 112 min
Le Khanh
Directed by Tran Anh Hung

Charming saga of the lives of three sisters and their families in Vietnam.